To

The General Manager & CLO (SCT CELL)
BSNL CO.
New Delhi.

Sub: REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED FORM LICE SC/ST CANDIDATES, THROUGH GM & CLO (SCT) CELL, REGARDING REVIEW / DENIAL FOR PROMOTION REG...

In reference to aforesaid context, it is intimated a few representations received from failed SC/ST candidates of conducted LICEs from time to time, through GM & CLO (SCT) Cell BSNL CO, for reviewing their result in the light of reduced qualifying % of marks for SC/ST candidates.

2. It is/would reveal that the received representations are pertaining to LICEs/LDCEs etc. notified way back and are very much prior to 02-12-2014 (for consideration/review in the light of reduced qualifying % of marks for SC/ST candidates.

3. Whereas, in principle and in general the results of the failed SC & ST candidates to be reviewed only for the LICEs/LDCEs etc. notified on or after 02-12-2014, in the light of office order No. 22-5/91-NCG dated 30.11.92 conveyed/contained in the Para-5 of minutes of meeting, issued by SR section vide No. BSNL/39-3/SR/2017 dated 16th Aug 2017 and letter No. 9-2/2016-rectt dated 28.08.2017 (i.e. for incorporating the criterion of minimum qualifying % as 20% & 15% for SC & ST candidates respectively as per schemes & syllabus for the LICE/LDCEs etc.). The mentioned circulars therefore perhaps have not been given due cognizance by the candidates while representing for the review.

4. As such it is very clear and imperative that the modus operandi to review such cases is as per the prevailing above specified cutoff date of notification i.e. on or after 02-12-2014 only and thus construed representations fall beyond the purview of the cutoff date and thereby cannot be dealt by this branch please.

5. All candidates are thus requested to represent within the four corners of notification after 02-12-214 only and inadvertent representation received, if any, may please be dealt accordingly.

6. This is issued with approval of the competent authority

(Jt. General Manager (Rectt.))

Copy To

1. All the Chief General Manager Telecom Circles for kind information please.